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Abstract The geographic area information of smart devices is required for realizing efficient area-based

operations in 5G networks, Internet of Things, and so on. Because majority of smart devices are unmanned

and are deployed in a hostile environment, secure geographic area verification is one of the important security

issues for ensuring the accuracy of geographic area information of smart devices. In this study, we investigate

the composition security of geographic area verification in a universally composable (UC) framework. First,

we design the ideal functionality of geographic area verification; further, we propose a novel pre-shared

secret-free secure geographic area verification protocol CAVδ. We also propose an improved protocol CAVT
δ

exhibiting a smaller false accept ratio than that exhibited by CAVδ. The proposed protocols can be used for

verifying the geographic area information of smart devices without the requirement of any pre-shared secret

during the initialization phase and additional key management when the protocols are running. Furthermore,

the proposed protocols support the batch verification of multiple smart devices in one run, which is considered

to be suitable for several location-critical smart devices. Subsequently, in the UC framework, we proved that

our protocols achieve the necessary composition security and that our protocols exhibit an ability to resist

colluding attacks.
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1 Introduction

Future networks, such as 5G networks, Internet of Things and cyber-physical systems [1], are expected

to be extensively applied in several applications, including environmental monitoring, smart community,

intelligent manufacturing, smart grids, and intelligent transportation. Because several smart devices that

belong to future networks are usually deployed in unattended (even hostile) environments [2], security

issues should be considered when smart devices exchange data and perform various tasks [3].

The location of smart devices can provide useful information about their owners. On one hand, the

location of smart devices can play an important role in some applications, for instance, an intelligent

fire alarm system requires the application of some location-critical devices for securely reporting the fire

alarm information. On the other hand, some location-based operations and applications are achieved

based on the location information of smart devices, including geographic routing [4], geographic key

distribution [5], and so on.
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To ensure the security of the location information, both secure localization and secure location veri-

fication are required. Secure localization [6], i.e., secure location determination, can be implemented on

smart devices to ensure their accurate locations can be obtained with respect to adversarial behaviors.

Secure location verification [7] can be used to securely verify the claimed locations of smart devices, i.e.,

an adversary who is not located at the target location cannot pass the verification test. When smart

devices are deployed in hostile environments, adversaries may launch attacks by forging inaccurate loca-

tions, which may result in fatal consequences. For instance, a fire alarm report with an incorrect location

will cause an irreparable loss of life and property.

Furthermore, it is difficult to efficiently manage large-scale unmanned devices. Therefore, some ap-

plications use the geographic area information of smart devices, instead of the location information, to

realize effective group management of a large number of smart devices. For instance, in a smart commu-

nity system, area-based access control must ensure that the devices in a system should be located in an

area within the community. Further, an adversarial device may forge its location to gain access rights

in an illegal manner. Thus, secure geographic area verification is necessary, especially for applications

involving large-scale unmanned devices.

In this study, we investigated the application of secure geographic area verification to massive location-

critical smart devices. However, we have faced several challenges while performing this study that can

be given as follows.

First, the composition security of geographic area verification must be satisfied to perform area-based

tasks such as area-based routing, key exchange, and access control. Thus, the security of geographic area

verification must be guaranteed not only in a stand-alone setting but also when it is composed with other

protocols.

Second, because it is difficult for large-scale unmanned devices to prepare and manage pre-shared

secrets, traditional security mechanisms, including identity authentication [8,9], password based authen-

tication [10, 11], group key management [12], and multi-factor authentication [13], cannot be applied

in such a scenario. Therefore, we did not use any pre-shared secret to realize secure geographic area

verification in this study.

Third, the geographic area verification protocols should ensure security against colluding adversaries,

i.e., a set of adversaries cannot pass the verification even if they collude together. Because majority of

the unmanned smart devices are deployed in a hostile environment with insufficient security protections,

a colluding attack, which can be considered to be an example of a typical attack, can be easily launched

by adversaries.

Fourth, batch verification, especially geographic area verification, is required for large-scale unmanned

devices. For a large number of devices, one-by-one verification is an inefficient method for verifying

majority of the applications even although it may be one of the available solutions.

Our contributions. This study focused on the realization of pre-shared secret secure geographic area

verification for location-critical devices. The proposed protocols need to satisfy the composition security

against colluding adversaries. Thus, the main contributions of this study can be given as follows:

(1) We presented the security definition of circular area verification and designed the ideal functionality

of circular area verification FD
CAV in a universally composable (UC) framework. Simultaneously, we proved

that FD
CAV can imply the security definition.

(2) We proposed CAVδ, which is a novel geographic area verification protocol for smart devices. The

CAVδ protocol provides batch verification services without the requirement of any pre-shared secret;

further, CAVδ was proved to satisfy the composition security against colluding adversaries.

(3) We proposed an improved protocol CAVT
δ . When compared to CAVδ, CAV

T
δ protocol includes a

verification of time-of-arrival feature along with a better false accept ratio performance.

Organization. The remainder of the study can be organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related

work. Section 3 presents the system model, adversary model, and security definition. Section 4 discusses

the design of the ideal funcitionality in a UC framework. In Section 5, we discuss the proposed protocols

of CAVδ and CAVT
δ . The analyses of the security and performance of the proposed protocols are discussed

in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, the conclusion of this study is discussed in Section 8.
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2 Related work

2.1 Location verification

Secure location verification has been extensively investigated in several studies related to wireless net-

works. Vora et al. [14] proposed a secure location verification scheme that can verify the in-region location

of provers one-by-one. Sastry et al. [7] presented a protocol that can be referred to as Echo for realizing

small circular region verification by each verifier. Du et al. [15] designed a protcol that can be referred

to as LAD for detecting abnormal locations based on the deployment information. Capkun et al. [16]

studied the secure location verification on hidden and mobile base stations.

Chiang et al. [17] designed a secure location verification scheme against two adversaries. Hasan et

al. [18] presented a witness-oriented secure location verification framework for mobile devices. Perazzo

et al. [19] discussed drone path planning and secure location verification strategies. Sciancalepore et

al. [20] realized a secure location verification based on meteor burst communications. However, the

aforementioned schemes cannot resist a colluding attack by multiple adversaries.

Secure distance bounding, which was initially introduced by Brands et al. [21], can securely realize

the verification of the upper-bound distance from a verifier to a prover. Rasmussen et al. [22] discussed

the privacy leakage of the distance bounding protocol. Tippenhauer et al. [23] investigated the identity-

based secure distance bounding and localization protocols. Capkun et al. [24] proposed group distance

bounding protocols for multiple provers. Cremers et al. [25] analyzed distance hijacking attacks using

distance bounding protocols. Perazzo et al. [26] realized a secure positioning protocol based on non-ideal

distance bounding protocols. However, the distance bounding protocol can be only used to verify the

upper bound and is not suitable for area verification of devices.

Chandran et al. [27] initially introduced position-based cryptography. Further, the authors proved that

secure location verification cannot be realized under collusion attacks in a bare model. They realized a

secure location verification protocol in the bounded-retrieval model (BRM). Furthermore, position-based

cryptography was investigated in a quantum model [28]. Yang et al. [29] discussed the location privacy of

position-based cryptography. Zhang et al. [30] proposed a secure location verification protocol in the UC

framework. Obviously, the aforementioned position-based cryptographic protocols are based on location

verification and not on area verification.

Thus, the existing location verification schemes cannot realize pre-shared secret-free secure area veri-

fication against colluding attacks.

2.2 Composition security

There are two popular composition security models for cryptographic protocols, i.e., the UC frame-

work [31] and protocol composition logic (PCL) [32]. The UC framework is based on computational com-

plexity and has been used to analyze plenty of cryptographic tasks, including signature [33], password-

based key exchange [34], and trusted computing [35]. Particularly, Zhang et al. [30] investigated the

composition security of secure positioning and proposed a UC secure location verification protocol in

BRM. The PCL is based on a logic system and has been used to analyze the composition security of

practical authentication protocols such as signature-based key exchange [32], symmetric key based au-

thentication [36], and 802.11i [37].

In this study, the UC framework has been applied to analyze the composition security of geographical

area verification.

3 Problem statement

3.1 System model

The system model used for secure geographic area verification comprises two types of generic entities

that can be referred to as the verifier and prover.
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(1) Verifier. Usually, a set of verifiers (denoted by V = {V1, . . . , Vi, . . . , VI} is trusted to verify the

claimed circular area of provers. Let vi denote the location of Vi. Note that there are at least three

verifiers for performing two-dimensional area verification.

(2) Prover. There are some provers (denoted by P = {P1, . . . , Pj , . . . , PJ}) for verifiers V to pass

verification on a target area. Let pj denote the location of a prover Pj .

In this study, we emphasize on the circular area (denoted by Area(O,R)), where its center is O and

the radius is R. First, the circular area is one of the most convenient and intuitive methods to describe

an area roughly. Further, the circular area is the most extensively used in various scenarios. Second, it is

well known that any irregular geometric area can be covered by multiple circles, i.e., the so-called circle

covering problem. Therefore, we can transform the verification on an irregular area into circular covering

problems [38].

3.2 Adversary model

There are some colluding adversaries (denoted by A = {A1, A2, . . . , AK}) for attacking the circular area

verification protocol. Let ak denote the location of adversary Ak.

Definition 1 (D-far colluding adversaries for position p). Let d(p, q) denote the distance from position

p to position q. We can assume that a set of colluding adversaries AD�p = {A1, A2, . . . , VK} is D-far

colluding adversaries for position p if the distance from any adversary in AD�p to position p is greater

than D, i.e. D < min{d(ak, p)|1 6 k 6 K}.
In this study, there are colluding adversaries AD�O = {A1, A2, . . . , AK} that intend to pass the ver-

ification on target circular area Area(O,R). Further, any adversary in AD�O can access and send any

message via the public communication channel.

We assume that the verifiers in V that are considered in the infrastructure of our protocols are trusted

and uncorrupted. At the same time, there is a secure channel for the verifiers in V to share some

information in a secure manner. In addition, we assume that a prover located in a legal area should be

honest without exhibiting any adversarial behavior and run the proposed protocol in a faithful manner.

3.3 Security definition

A circular area protocol π comprises two algorithms, i.e., π = (SEL, VER), where the circular area

selection algorithm SEL can output a target circular area with center O and radius R and the circular

area verification algorithm VER(V, O,R, P ), given a set of verifiers V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn}, can verify

whether a party P is located in Area(O,R). We state that V remains uncorrupted when each Vi in V is

uncorrupted.

Definition 2 (Secure circular area verification for D-far colluding adversaries). Given a circular area

Area(O,R) generated by SEL and enclosed in the tetrahedron defined by uncorrupted verifiers V, a

circular area verification protocol π is a secure circular area verification protocol against D-far colluding

adversaries with respect to security parameter κ if A can output an party A∗ located at position p∗

satisfying d(p∗, O) > D and VER(V, O,R,A∗) = 1 (i.e., Accept) with a negligible function ε(κ) such

that κ is sufficiently large for probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) D-far colluding adversaries AD�O =

{A1, A2, . . . , AK}. Formally,

Prob[(A∗, p∗)← ASEL,VER
D�O : (O,R)← SEL,

d(p∗, O) > D, VER(V, O,R,A∗) = 1] < ε(κ). (1)

The definition of secure circular area verification ensures that the minimum requirements are satisfied;

therefore, it exhibits the following characteristics:

(1) The D-far colluding adversaries. Any party that has a distance greater than D from O cannot

succeed during the verification procedure. Obviously, the false accept event that a prover located outside

Area(O,R) can pass the verification may occur when D > R.
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Functionality FD
CAV

Initialization

A set of verifiers V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn} at positions pos1, pos2, . . ., posn respectively.

A set of colluding adversaries AD�O(sid) controlled by adversary S in the sid session, where AD�O(sid) = ∅ and sid is

the session identity.

The center Cen(sid) = ⊥ and the radius Rad(sid) = ⊥.

Circular area selection

Upon receiving the request (Circular Area Select, sid, V) from verifiers V:
If Cen(sid) 6= ⊥ or Rad(sid) 6= ⊥, then sends AREA SELECTED to verifiers V; else sends (Circular Area Select, sid, V)

to adversary S.

Upon receiving the response (Circular Area Selected, sid, V, O,R) from adversary S:

(1) If Area(O,R) is not enclosed by verifiers V, then sends AREA INVALID to adversary S.

(2) Else, sets Cen(sid) = O, Rad(sid) = R and SID = (sid, V, O,R), then broadcasts (Circular Area Selected, SID).

Upon receiving (AdvPos, sid, Ak, aposk) from adversary S (1 6 k 6 K):

If Cen(sid) 6= ⊥ and Ak /∈ AD�O(sid) and d(aposk,Cen(sid)) > D, then sets Pos(sid, Ak) = aposk and AD�O(sid) =

AD�O(sid) ∪ {Ak}; else ignores this message.

Circular area verification

Upon receiving (Circular Area Verified,SID, P, f) from adversary S where p = Pos(sid, p) and f∈{Accept, Reject}:

(1) If d(p,Cen(sid)) > D, then outputs (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , Reject) to V;
(2) Else, outputs (Circular Area Verified,SID, P, f) to V.

Figure 1 Ideal functionality FD
CAV

.

(2) Non-adaptive (static) position of adversary. This only provides the circular area verification services

in a static position setting, i.e., the position of an adversary should remain constant when the protocol

is running.

(3) Without completeness. This does not guarantee the completeness of the verification results, i.e.,

the false reject event that a prover located in Area(O,R) cannot pass the verification may occur without

completeness.

4 Circular area verification in the UC framework

4.1 The UC framework

The UC framework [31], which is one of the computational complexity models, can be used to analyze

and ensure the compositional security of cryptographic protocols. Ideal functionality plays a central role

in the UC framework. Actually, ideal functionality can be treated as an incorruptible trusted party who

is capable of realizing the security requirements and tasks of cryptographic protocols.

Note that the position-based cryptographic protocols that consider the time of arrival are not robust

with respect to the processing and computing delays. Therefore, the execution model and proposed pro-

tocols, which are similar to those mentioned in [27], are based on the assumption that all the participants

can immediately send, receive, and process data without any delay.

Further, the execution model and BRM functionality of circular area verification in the UC framework

are the same as those of secure positioning [30]. Because of space limitation, only the ideal functionality

of circular area verification will be presented, as depicted in Figure 1.

4.2 Ideal functionality of circular area verification

Initialization. Functionality FD
CAV deploys a set of verifiers V. Let sid denote the unique session identity

of a circular area verification protocol run. Let ⊥ denote a NULL value. Let Pos(sid, P ) denote the

location of party P in the sid session. Let Cen(sid) and Rad(sid) denote the center and the radius of the

target circular area in the sid session. Adversary S can control a set of colluding adversaries AD�O.

Determine the target circular area. The functionality forwards the request (Circular Area Select, sid,

V) to adversary S if a circular area has not been selected, i.e. Cen(sid) = ⊥ or Rad(sid) = ⊥. If a

target circular area exists, the functionality rejects the request and send AREA SELECTED to verifiers.
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Adversary S determines Area(O,R) as a target circular area enclosed by verifiers V by sending the

response (Circular Area Selected, sid, V, O, R). Thus, the security of circular area verification does not

rely on the selection of target area.

D-far colluding adversaries. When Cen(sid) 6= ⊥ (i.e., the target circular area has been determined),

adversary S can deploy some D-far adversaries for center O according to the target circular area in the

sid session. If d(aposk,Cen(sid)) 6 D, the functionality will not proceed this request.

Non-adaptive (static) position of adversary. The location of an adversary in AD�O(sid) is static in

this session. If Pos(sid, Ak)6= ⊥ (which means that the position of Ak has been determined), the request

(AdvPos, sid, Ak, aposk) will be ignored.

Without pre-shared secret. There is non pre-shared knowledge between verifiers V and a prover P in

functionality FD
CAV. One of the challenges of designing secure circular area verification protocols is that

how to ensure security without any pre-shared secret.

Adversary behavior. Adversary S controls the adversaries in AD�O(sid) to send any message and

read all the messages when they pass by these adversaries. Further, the verification result is generated

by the request (Circular Area Verified, SID, P, p = Pos(sid, P ), f) from adversary S. Prover P may be an

honest prover located in the target area, or may be an adversary controlled by adversary S for passing

the verification. Therefore, FD
CAV cannot ensure the completeness of the verification.

Security. The D-far colluding adversaries cannot output D-far party P for passing the verification

successfully. Functionality FD
CAV outputs (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , Reject) if d(p,Cen(sid)) > D.

4.3 F
D

CAV
implies Definition 1

Theorem 1. If protocol π can securely realize the ideal functionality FD
CAV, then protocol π satisfies

Definition 1.

Proof. If protocol π does not satisfy Definition 1, we can construct an environment Z, which can

differentiate the real protocol running (REAL) and the ideal procedure (IDEAL) with a non-negligible

probability.

If protocol π is not secure, then there is a real adversary G, which controls a set of the collud-

ing adversaries A. Further, we have that Prob[(A∗, p∗) ← GSEL,VER : (O,R) ← SEL; d(p∗, O) >

D; VER(V, O,R,A∗) = 1] > ε(κ), where ε(κ) is a non-negligible probability with respect to security

parameter κ. Based on adversary G, environment Z can be constructed as follows.

(1) When G requests to run SEL, Z hands (Circular Area Select, sid, V) to verifiers V.

(2) When the simulated protocol outputs (Circular Area Selected, sid, V, O, R), Z hands it to G.
(3) When G generates a party P located at position p, Z activates the verification procedure for party

P in the simulated protocol.

(4) When G controls Ai to send any message, Z hands this instruction to Ai. Further, Z hands the

messages from all the adversaries to G.
(5) When the simulated protocol outputs (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , f): If d(p,Cen(sid)) > D and

f = Accept, then Z outputs 1; otherwise, Z outputs 0.

REAL. When G can launch a successful attack with non-negligible probability ε(κ), π generates a false

result, i.e., (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , Accept), where d(p,Cen(sid)) 6 D. Therefore, the probability

that environment Z outputs 1 is equal to the probability that G attacks successfully when Z is interacting

with the real protocol running, i.e., Prob[Z= 1| REAL] = ε(κ).

IDEAL. When Z is interacting with FD
CAV in the ideal procedure, functionality FD

CAV never outputs

(Circular Area Verified, SID, P,Accept) if d(p,Cen(sid)) 6 D, thus Z outputs 0. Therefore, Prob[Z = 1 |
IDEAL] = 0.

Therefore, Z can differentiate between REAL and IDEAL with a non-negligible probability ε(κ) with

non-negligible probability |Prob[Z = 1|REAL] − Prob[Z = 1|IDEAL]| = ε(κ). Furthermore, we have a

contradiction that π cannot securely realize functionality FD
CAV.
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Table 1 Notations

Notation Description

Vi The ith verifier located at vi

Pj The jth prover located at pj

Ak The kth adversary located at ak

Area(O,R) The circular area with center O and radius R

Xi The ith BRM message

ni The ith random number

C The traveling speed of messages

d(p, q) The distance between position p and position q

F (·) A secure BSM pseudorandom generator

g(·) A secure MAC function

mac

mac

macSID

SID

SID

SIDSID

SID

SID

SID

Area

Figure 2 Protocol CAV.

5 The proposed protocols

5.1 Notations

The notations used in this study are shown in Table 1.

5.2 Protocol CAVδ

The protocol CAVδ (shown in Figure 2) is as follows.

Initialization. A set of verifiers V = {V1, V2, V3} located at v1, v2, v3 respectively.

BSM PRG F : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}l → {0, 1}l. MAC g : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}l → {0, 1}m.

Circular area selection. When receiving (Circular Area Select, sid, V), where sid is the session identity:

Step 1. Verifiers V select Area(O,R) as a target circular area, where O is center and R is radius.

Step 2. Verifier Vi (1 6 i 6 3) in V selects a random number ni and messages (Xi, Xi+3) with high

min-entropy (δ + β)n, then shares (Xi, Xi+3, ni) with other verifiers in V over a secure channel. Verifier

Vi sets Mi = (SID, Xi, ni) and Mi+3 = (SID, Xi+3), where SID = (sid,V, O,R). Let T and T ′ denote the

time at which Mi and Mi+3 reach the center O. We have that T ′ = T +∆t, where ∆t = 2δR/C. Then,

verifier V1 outputs (Circular Area Selected, sid, V, O,R).

Circular area verification. When receiving (Circular Area Verify, SID, P ):

Step 3. Let d(p, q) denote the euclidean distance between position p and position q. At time Ti =

T − d(vi, O)/C, verifier Vi in V broadcasts Mi. At time T ′
i = Ti +∆t, Vi in V broadcasts Mi+3.

Note that in the UC framework, functionality FBRM can be applied to broadcast Xi, i.e., Vi sends

(Broadcast BRMessage, sid, Xi, i) to FBRM.
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Step 4. When receives Mi at time ti and Mi+3 at time ti+3, prover P sets S = s1s2s3 as the sequence

of receiving messages {Mi}, where si ∈ {1, 2, 3} and ts1 6 ts2 6 ts3 . If located in Area(O,R), prover P

can compute k6S , where

kjS =

{

F (Xj
S , k

j−1
S ), 2 6 j 6 6,

ns1 , j = 1,

and

Xj
S =

{

Xsj , 1 6 j 6 3,

Xsj−3+3, 4 6 j 6 6.

Then, prover P computes mac = g(k6S , (SID, P , S, ns1 , ns2 , ns3)), and broadcasts (SID, P , S, mac).

Prover P can only obtain a notice (Broadcasted BRMessage, sid, Vi, i), but not receive the value of

Xi in the UC framework. Further, prover P can request a computation service about Xi by sending

(Compute, sid, i, Y ) to FBRM, where Y is an function of Xi, and obtain the computation result y from

FBRM.

Step 5. When verifier V1 in V receives (SID, P , S, mac): V1 computes k6S , and verifies the correctness

of mac using k6S . If success, verifier V1 outputs (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , Accept). Otherwise, V1

outputs (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , Reject).

5.3 Protocol CAVT

δ

In this part, we present an improved version of CAVδ with time verification, i.e., protocol CAVT
δ . The

procedure of protocol CAVT
δ=1 from Step 1 to 4 is same as that of protocol CAVδ except Step 5 in the

circular area verification phase.

Step 5. When each Vi in V receives (SID, P , S, mac) at time RTi: If RTi 6 T+(2(δ+1)R+d(O, vi))/C

and the mac is valid, verifier Vi sets bi = 1; otherwise bi = 0. If b1 = b2 = b3 = 1, verifier V1 outputs

(Circular Area Verified, SID, P , Accept). Otherwise, verifier V1 outputs (Circular Area Verified, SID, P ,

Reject).

Compared to CAVδ, the only additional operation of protocol CAVT
δ is that each verifier Vi in protocol

CAVT
δ should verify the time of receiving the response (SID, P , S, mac) sent by prover P .

5.4 Discussion

Without any pre-shared secret. Both CAVδ and CAVT
δ are pre-shared secret-free geographic area veri-

fication protocols. In the initialization phase, there is on pre-shared symmetric key, public/private key

pair between verifier Vi in V and prover P . During the circular area selection phase and the circular area

verification phase, prover P only uses BSM PRG F and MAC g to compute the response for verifiers.

Thus, both CAVδ and CAVT
δ are not dependent on key management technology.

Batch verification. Both CAVδ and CAVT
δ can realize batch verification on several smart devices

in a run. In the circular area verification phase, each Pi in P can compute one K6
S and generate a

valid response (SID, Pi, S,mac) to pass the verification if Pi is within Area(O,R) (See the completeness

analysis in Section 6). Therefore, the proposed protocols support batch verification for a large number

of location-critical smart devices.

BSM PRG and FBRM. FBRM can ensure that all adversaries retrieve part of Xi with high min-entropy

information (α + β)n and the total retrieval information Si about Xi is bounded by βn, i.e., |Si| 6 βn.

Given Si and r, BSM PRG can ensure that any adversary cannot compute y = F (Xi, r). However, prover

P within Area(O,R) can compute K6
S and pass geographic area verification in the proposed protocols.

The detailed analysis can be referred to Section 6.

Composition security against colluding adversaries. On one hand, both CAVδ and CAVT
δ can securely

realize ideal functionality FD
CAV in the UC framework. Thus, the proposed protocols can be applied to

construct geographic area-based tasks, such as area-based message authentication, area-based group key

exchange, and so on. On the other hand, the colluding adversaries cannot compute K6
S to pass geographic
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area verification because these adversaries only retrieve the information Si about Xi where |Si| 6 βn in

BRM. Section 6 presents the detailed analysis of composition security against colluding adversaries.

CAVδ vs CAVT
δ . Protocol CAVT

δ has a better performance for the view of false accept ratio because

a prover with a false accept event in CAVδ may not pass time verification in CAVT
δ . Section 7 presents

the comparison results on the false accept ratio of CAVδ and CAVT
δ .

Extension in 3-dimensions. The proposed protocols can be extended to perform three-dimensional

space verification. First, four verifiers, i.e., V = {V1, V2, V3, V4} are necessary in the Initialization phase.

Second, prover P should compute K8
S according to receiving messages {Mi}, where S = s1s2s3s4 is the

receiving sequence. Then, prover P computes mac based on K8
S , and verifiers also verify the correctness

of mac using K8
S .

Location privacy. In the proposed protocols, verifier Vi broadcasts Mi = (SID, Xi, ni) and Mi+3 =

(SID, Xi+3), and prover P sends the response (SID, P , S, mac). Obviously, the above messages do not

reveal any information about the location of prover P . Therefore, the colluding adversaries cannot obtain

the location information of prover P based on the messages in our protocols. In other words, the proposed

protocols provide location privacy protection from the view of information security.

However, the colluding adveraires can infer the origin of a message with the help of the characteristic

of broadcast communications. If prover P at (x, y) broadcasts (SID, P , S, mac) at time t, adversary Ai

at (xi, yi) can receive the message at time ti and have an equation (x − xi)
2 + (y − yi)

2 = C2(ti − t)2.

Then, the colluding adversaries can construct a equation set to compute (x, y).

6 Security analysis

In this section, we first analyze the correctness of the proposed protocols. Then, we show that the

proposed protocols securely realize the circular area verification functionality. For simplicity, we set

δ = 1.

6.1 Completeness

Theorem 2. Given Area(O,R) and verifiers V, protocol CAVδ=1 can output (Circular Area Verified,

SID, P , Accept) if p = Pos(sid, P ) and d(p,O) 6 R.

Proof. If prover P within Area(O,R) can compute k6S and send a valid message authentication code

mac = g(k6S , (SID, P , S, ns1 , ns2 , ns3)), protocol CAVδ=1 outputs (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , Accept).

In protocol CAVδ=1,

kjS =

{

F (Xj
S , k

j−1
S ), 2 6 j 6 6,

ns1 , j = 1.

Let ti denote the time when Xi passes prover P in the running of protocol CAVδ=1. Prover P can

compute k6S if and only if the inequality ts1 6 ts2 6 ts3 6 ts1+3 6 ts2+3 6 ts3+3 holds.

In protocol CAVδ=1, Mi or Mi+3 is broadcasted by Vi at time Ti or T ′
i , and they reach center O at

time T or T ′, respectively.

(1) If prover P is located at center O, we have that ts1 = ts2 = ts3 = T < T ′ = ts1+3 = ts2+3 = ts3+3.

Obviously, prover P can set S = 123 in general and compute k6123, then generate a valid mac.

(2) If prover P is located in Area(O,R) except center O, we have that ts1 6 ts2 6 ts3 , where S = s1s2s3.

Furthermore, ts1 < T < ts3 due to that if ts1 > T and ts3 6 T leads to ts1 = ts2 = ts3 , which

is a contradiction that prover P is in Area(O,R) but not center O. if prover P is in Area(O,R),

T − R/C 6 ts1 6 T − d(p,O)/C < T < T + d(p,O)/C 6 ts3 6 T + R/C. Because Vi broadcasts

Mi and Mi+3 at time Ti and T ′
i , respectively, there is a similar result that ts1+3 6 ts2+3 6 ts3+3 and

T ′ − R/C 6 ts1+3 6 T ′ − d(p,O)/C < T ′ < T ′ + d(p,O)/C 6 ts3+3 6 T ′ + R/C when ts1 6 ts2 6

ts3 . Therefore, ts3 6 T + R/C = T ′ − R/C 6 ts1+3 can be derived because T ′ = T + 2R/C in protocol

CAVδ=1. The inequality ts1 6 ts2 6 ts3 6 ts1+3 6 ts2+3 6 ts3+3 holds.

In summary, prover P in Area(O,R) can pass area verification successfully.
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Similarly, protocol CAVT
δ=1 also ensures the completeness because prover P in Area(O,R) can also

compute k6S and send the valid response. Thus, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Given Area(O,R) and verifiers V, protocol CAVT
δ=1 can output (Circular Area Verified, SID,

P , Accept) if p = Pos(sid, P ) and d(p,O) 6 R.

Note that the completeness of CAVδ and CAVT
δ may be unsatisfied and generate the false reject events

when δ < 1. The analysis on false reject ratio is shown in Section 7.

6.2 UC security

Theorem 3. Given Area(O,R), there exists D such that protocol CAVδ=1 can realize FD
CAV in the

FBRM-hybrid model.

Proof. The proving process have three phases in the following parts. In part (1), we find an unique D in

a running of protocol CAVδ=1 given verifiers V and Area(O,R). In part (2), we construct an adversary S
to simulate dummy adversary A for environment Z. In part (3), we analyze that environment Z cannot

distinguish between REAL and IDEAL with a non-negligible probability.

(1) Determine the value of D.

In the proof of Theorem 2, prover P can complete the verification on Area(O,R) if and only if ts1 6

ts2 6 ts3 6 ts1+3 6 ts2+3 6 ts3+3.

According to the messages Mi and Mi+3 from Vi in protocol CAVδ=1, we have

ts1 = Ts1 + d(p, vs1)/C = T − d(vs1 , O)/C + d(p, vs1)/C;

ts2 = Ts2 + d(p, vs2)/C = T − d(vs2 , O)/C + d(p, vs2)/C;

ts1 = ts2 ⇐⇒ d(p, vs2)− d(p, vs1) = d(vs2 , O)− d(vs1 , O).

It is well known that a hyperbola H is a set of points, such that for any point P in H, given two fixed

points (F1, F2), ||PF1|−|PF2|| is constant, usually denoted by c(c > 0), i.e., H = {P | ||PF2|−|PF1|| = c}.
Thus, ts1 = ts2 can be represented as one branch of hyperbola Hts1=ts2

when (vs1 , vs2) are the two fixed

points and d(p, vs2) − d(p, vs1 ) = d(vs2 , O) − d(vs1 , O) is constant. By the way, Hts1=ts2
is transformed

into a straight line Lts1=ts2
if d(vs2 , O) − d(vs1 , O) = 0. In fact, because there is no difference between

Lts1=ts2
and one branch of Hts1=ts2

from the view of our analysis here, we will not consider the situation

about Lts1=ts2
in the following part.

Similarly, ts2 = ts3 , ts3 = ts1+3, ts1+3 = ts2+3 and ts2+3 = ts3+3 can be shown as Hts2=ts3
, Hts3=ts1+3

,

Hts1+3=ts2+3
and Hts2+3=ts3+3

, respectively. The only difference is that for Hts3=ts1+3
, the two fixed points

are (v3, v1), and the constant value of d(p, vs3 )− d(p, vs1 ) is d(vs3 , O)−d(vs1 , O)+2R in Hts3=ts1+3
. Note

that Hts1=ts2
= Hts1+3=ts2+3

and Hts2=ts3
= Hts2+3=ts3+3

because ts1 = ts2 is equal to ts1+3 = ts2+3 and

ts2 = ts3 is equal to ts2+3 = ts3+3 in protocol CAVδ=1.

Finally, according to the six values of {S | S = s1s2s3, ts1 6 ts2 6 ts3}, the inequality ts1 6 ts2 6

ts3 6 ts1+3 6 ts2+3 6 ts3+3 constructs an area (denoted by AreaH, see Figure 3) which is enclosed by

six branches of Ht3=t4 , Ht2=t4 , Ht2=t6 , Ht1=t6 , Ht1=t5 and Ht3=t5 . Six intersection points {hj | hj =

Htj=tu ∩ Htj=tw , j ∈ [1, 6]} as the vertexes of AreaH are generated by six hyperbolic branches. Further,

Ht1=t2 , Ht2=t3 and Ht1=t3 divide AreaH into six sub-areas, and prover P located in anyone of these

sub-areas can compute a valid k6S .

Therefore, we can set D as max{d(hj , O) | j ∈ [1, 6]}. For example, D should be equal to d(h3, O) in

Figure 3. It is obvious that Area(O,R) ⊂ AreaH ⊂ Area(O,D) and any point outside Area(O,D) is not

satisfy the inequality ts1 6 ts2 6 ts3 6 ts1+3 6 ts2+3 6 ts3+3.

In the following part, we prove that for all the colluding adversaries AD�O, environment Z can distin-

guish between REAL and IDEAL with only a negligible probability.

(2) Construct adversary S.
Let A be dummy adversary that controls the colluding adversaries AD�O = {A1, A2, . . . , AK}. Ad-

versary S (shown in Figure 4) activates adversary A in real process. S forwards the instruction from Z
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Figure 3 AreaH derived from the inequality. Figure 4 Adversary S.

to A and copies the output of A to Z. Further, S simulates for A the running of protocol CAVδ=1 with

FBRM.

The detailed description of adversary S is as follows:

(i) When receiving (Circular Area Select, sid, V) from FD
CAV, runs a simulated copy of protocol CAVδ=1

with the input (Position Initialize, sid,V) for A.
(ii) When receiving (Circular Area Selected, sid,V, O,R) from A, hands (Circular Area Selected, sid,V, O,

R) to FD
CAV.

(iii) When receiving (Circular Area Verify, SID, P ) from Z, runs a copy of CAVδ=1 with input (Circular

Area Verify, SID, P ).

(iv) When Vi sends Mi or Mi+3, simulates message Mi or Mi+3 from Vi for adversary A.
(v) When receiving (Broadcast BRMessage, sid, Xi, i) from Vi, sends (Broadcast BRMessage, sid, Xi, i)

to FBRM.

(vi) When receiving (Retrieve BRMessage, sid, i, F ) from A, sends (Retrieve BRMessage, sid, i, F ) to

FBRM and hands the response (Retrieve BRMessage, sid, i, f) from FBRM to A.
(vii) When FBRM outputs (Broadcasted BRMessage, sid, Vi, i) to party P , hands it from FBRM to P .

(viii) When party P requests (Compute, sid, i, Y ), hands it from P to FBRM. If FBRM outputs

(Computed, sid, i, Y , y), forwards the response to P .

(ix) When P broadcasts (SID, P , S, mac), simulates message (SID, P , S, mac) from P for adversary

A.
(x) When the simulated CAVδ=1 outputs (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , f) (f = Accept or Reject),

sends (Circular Area Verified, SID, P , f) to FD
CAV.

(3) REAL and IDEAL are indistinguishable.

Let FALSE ACCEPT denote the event that protocol CAVδ=1 outputs (Prover Verified, SID, P ′, Ac-

cept), where d(p′ = Pos(sid, P ′),Cen(sid)) > D. Thus, environment Z cannot distinguish between REAL

and IDEAL unless FALSE ACCEPT happens. Then, we analyze that FALSE ACCEPT occurs with only

a negligible probability.

FALSE ACCEPT occurs only if adversaryA can forge a valid (SID, P ′, S, mac) to pass the verification

of verifiers V, where d(p′ = Pos(sid, P ′),Cen(sid)) > D. Assuming that adversary A can forge such a

message (SID, P ′, S, mac) with probability ǫ, it may be one of the following two cases.

Case 1. Adversary A can compute anyone mac key k6S .

LetX∗
i denote the total retrival information aboutXi with high min-entropy (α+β)n, where |X∗

i | 6 βn.

Let B1 denote a non-colluding adversary in AD�O, i.e., adversary B1 can only receive the messages from

verifiers.

For adversary B1 in AD�O, we have that ts1< T −R/C< ts1+3 = ts1+2R/C <T +R/C < ts3 . Because

ts1+3 < ts3 , adversary B1 can only compute k3S later than ts1+3 but not obtain the valid k4S based on
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Table 2 Comparison with related studies

Protocol RB DB SP SPreg Ours

Area verification X × × × X

Batch verification X X × × X

Resist colluding attacks × X X X X

Without pre-shared key X × X × X

Composition security − − − X X

X∗
s1+3. Otherwise, there is a contradiction of the definition of BSM PRG [27]. Therefore, adversary B1

cannot compute k6S because ts1 6 ts2 6 ts3 6 ts1+3 6 ts2+3 6 ts3+3 does not hold.

Let B2 denote a colluding adversary in AD�O. Adversary in B2 can obtain and share the computation

results with other colluding adversaries in AD�O.

Lemma 2. If adversary B2 receives f(Xi) from other adversaries at time t′i and adversary B2 directly

receives information Xi from a verifier at time ti, then ti 6 t′i.

Proof sketch. According to the triangle inequality, we have that Lemma 2 holds.

According to Lemma 2, adversary B2 can only receive kjS or any function about Xj
S from other

adversaries in AD�O later than the time receiving Xj
S directly from verifiers. Further, adversary B2

cannot compute k4S because adversary B2 can receive k3S later than ts3 (> ts1+3). Therefore, adversary

B2 cannot compute k6S with a non-negligible probability.

Similar to the proof of position-based key exchange in [27], the security of protocol CAVδ=1 can also

be proven by a reduction to an intrusion resilient random secret sharing protocol. We omit the detailed

analysis due to space limitations.

In a word, adversary A can compute k6S with only a negligible probability in Case 1.

Case 2. Given a message m∗, adversary A can forge a valid message authentication code mac∗ =

g(k,m∗) without k.

Obviously, adversary A can forge such a valid mac with only a negligible probability in Case 2 if g is

a secure MAC function. Otherwise, we can construct an adversary to attack the MAC function g which

is contract to the definition of secure MAC function [31].

Thus, protocol CAVδ=1 can securely realize FD
CAV in the FBRM-hybrid model.

Lemma 3. Given Area(O,R), there exists D such that protocol CAVT
δ=1 can realize FD

CAV in the

FBRM-hybrid model.

In the proof of Lemma 3, the value of D in CAVT
δ=1 is less than that of CAVδ=1. Let Ci denote the

upper bound of the equality d(p, vi) = d(O, vi) +R. There is an area AreaC which is enclosed by C1, C2

and C3. Therefore, the value of D in CAVT
δ=1 should be max{d(p,O) | p ∈ AreaH ∧ p ∈ AreaC}. Because

the proving of Lemma 3 is similar to that of Theorem 3, we omit the detail proof.

7 Performance analysis

7.1 Comparison

This section compares the proposed protocols with related studies including protocol RB [14], protocol

DB [24], protocol SP [27] and protocol SPreg [30].

Table 2 shows the comparison results, where “X” means satisfied totally, “×” means dissatisfied and

“−” means uninvolved. Obviously, protocol RB cannot resist colluding attacks. Protocol DB only verifies

the upper bound but not a target area. Further, protocol DB should deploy pre-shared key. Protocol

SP and protocol SPreg can only realize location verification but not support batch verification. Except

protocol SPreg, the aforementioned protocols are not analyzed in the UC framework. Compared to

related studies, the proposed protocols can satisfy all the required properties.

Table 3 compares the communication and computation overhead, where |X | denotes the length of

message X with high min-entropy, n denotes the length of random strings, F denotes one operation of

BSM PRG, and g denotes one operation of MAC. Obviously, the communication overhead of a verifier in
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Table 3 Communication and computation overhead

SP SPreg Ours

Verifier Prover Verifier Prover Verifier Prover

Communication overhead |X|+ |n| |n| |X|+ 2|n| 2|n| 2|X|+ |n| |n|

Computation overhead 3F 3F 3F + g 6F + 3g 6F + g 6F + g

the proposed protocols is 2|X |+n, which is slight worse than that of SP and SPreg. The communication

overhead of a prover in the proposed protocols is n, which is better than that of SPreg. The computation

overhead of a verifier and the computation overhead of a prover in the proposed protocols are same, i.e.

6F + g. Compared to SPreg, the proposed protocols have better performance in computation overhead.

Therefore, our protocols can be applied for secure area verification on large-scale unmanned devices.

7.2 False accept and false reject

From the security analysis, Area(O,R) ⊂ AreaH in protocol CAVδ=1. Thus, there are some false accept

positions which are outside Area(O,R) but in AreaH. In this section, we present the error analysis of

the proposed protocols. In fact, given radius R (R ≪ min{d(vi, vj)|i 6= j}), AreaH is determined by the

followed two factors: (1) The position of center O in the triangle enclosed by verifiers V. (2) The value

of δ. In order to get a lower false accept ratio, an available solution to reduce the area of AreaH is to

set δ < 1. While the false reject event, i.e., a position within Area(O,R) cannot pass the circular area

verification on Area(O,R), may occur when δ < 1 and Area(O,R) * AreaH.

Let FA and FR denote the false accept area and the false reject area respectively. We define the false

accept ratio FAR and the false reject ratio FRR as FAR = FA/ Area(O,R) and FRR = FR/Area(O,R).

Thus, the total false ratio TFR should be FAR + FRR.

Note that the false reject event violates the correctness of area verification, while the false accept event

also deviates from the original intention of security requirement. Therefore, we first analyze the false

accept ration FAR, and then show the relationship between FAR and FRR when δ < 1.

7.3 FAR in CAVδ=1

Our experiments are implemented on a PC (CPU: Intel Core i5-7200U 2.5 GHz, RAM: 8 G, OS: Windows

10) using Matlab R2014b. For simplicity, we set the coordinates for verifiers as v1 = (0, 40/
√
3), v2 =

(−20,−20/
√
3), v3 = (20,−20/

√
3), i.e., verifiers V = {V1, V2, V3} can form an equilateral triangle. We

divide the triangle region into grids equally and calculate the values of FAR when center O is located at

the intersection points of these grids.

Figure 5 indicates that the values of FAR are different under different center O. Particularly, FAR

can achieve the minimum value 0.4718 when center O is located at P0 = (0, 0), i.e., the center of the

equilateral triangle. Obviously, FAR increases when center O moves away the center of the triangle. For

example, FAR will be 0.4929, 0.6064, and 0.7157 when center O is located at P1(0,−3), P2(0,−7), and
P3 = (0,−9), respectively.

7.4 False ratio under different δ

We set center O as (0, 0) simply. Then, we select different δ and evaluate the false ratio of CAVδ including

FAR, FRR and TFR. Figure 6 shows that FAR increases with the increase of δ, while FRR decreases

oppositely. In this experiment, FAR is 0 when δ 6 0.73; FRR is 0 when δ > 0.9. If TFR = FAR+

FRR, the minimum value of TFR = FAR+ FRR is 0.0912 when δ = 0.8 and TFR is near 0.092 when

0.8 6 δ 6 0.85. Note that the X-axis in Figure 6 is not uniform in order to illustrate the details.

Note that TFR can be reconsidered as µFAR+νFRR based on coefficients µ and ν, where 0 6 µ, ν 6 1

in different scenarios. For example, a false reject event in a fire alarm system will be fatal, but a false

accept may be tolerant. Thus, we can set µ < ν in this scenario.
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Figure 5 (Color online) FAR under different O in protocol CAVδ=1.
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7.5 CAVδ=1 vs. CAVT

δ=1
in FAR

Figure 7 focuses on FAR in both CAVδ=1 and CAVT
δ=1, where FAR is coordinate axis Z. It is obvious

that the value of FAR in CAVT
δ=1 is much less than that of CAVδ=1. For instance, when center O is (0,

0), the minimum value of FAR in CAVT
δ=1 is 0.1038 which is less than 0.4718, i.e., the minimum value of

FAR in CAVδ=1.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we investigate the composition security of geographic area verification in the UC framework.

We formalize the ideal functionality of geographic area verification and propose two secure geographic

area verification protocols, i.e., CAVδ and CAVT
δ . Compared to the existing schemes, the proposed

protocols not only realize geographic area verification without any pre-shared secret, but also support

batch verification on large-scale smart devices. The proposed protocols satisfy the completeness and the

composition security in the UC framework.
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